Glitter Gel Window Tutorial
February/March 2011

There is a great new line of products from Viva Decor on the market that are great for stamping and scrapbooking projects!
This technique, which uses the 3D Glitter Gel, is the first in a series of techniques this year covering these products. You can
purchase the full line of Viva Decor Products at Susana’s Custom Art and Card Design.
The 3D Glitter Gel used in this tutorial is truly one-of-a-kind. It is semi-translucent, yet holds a great shape.
This technique was inspired by Marti Willis.

Supplies:

- Viva Decor 3D Glitter Gel
- 8 ½” x 5 ½” base card stock
- 4” x 5 ¼” card stock for card front
- Window/Acetate sheet
- Nestabilities Shape, Die Cut, Punch or Shape Cutter for window
- StazOn Ink
- Stamp (same size or smaller than die cut shape)
- Stencil (smaller than window)
- Removable adhesive
- Adhesive
- Palette knife

Step One:

Score the base card stock in half to 4 ¼” x 5 ½”. Place the
cardfront piece over one side and adhere with removable
adhesive. Use the die cut to create a window through both
of the pieces on the layered side.
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Step Two:

Place the acetate under the window area of the cardfront.
Make small, nearly indiscernible marks to denote placement
of the window on the sheet.

Step Three:

Step Four:

Use the StazOn ink to stamp the image on the acetate.
Allow the ink to dry.

Turn the acetate over.

Step Five:

Step Six:

Step Seven:

Step Eight:

Place the stencil over the acetate. Use the palette knife to apply a
layer of 3D Glitter Gel on the acetate through the stencil.

Wash the palette knife and stencil immediately with warm water.
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Carefully remove the stencil from the acetate sheet.
Allow the 3D Glitter Gel to dry.

Decorate the cardfront as desired.

Step Nine:

Step Ten:

Finished Card

Finished Card

After the 3D Glitter Gel is dry, attach the acetate onto the base card
stock over the window area using adhesive.

Artwork: Pat Huntoon
Stamps: Seaside Stamping, Stampscapes
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Attach the card front to the card base.

Artwork: Lisa Somerville
Stamps: Heartfelt Creations

Finished Card
Artwork: Lisa Somerville
Stamps: smARTworks

Finished Card

Artwork: Jane Bosi
Stamps: I Brake For Stamps, My Favorite
Things, Impression Obsession
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Finished Card

Artwork: Jane Bosi
Stamps: I Brake for Stamps, Stampin’ Up!
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